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This workbook provides a resource for students studying towards the TOEFL (Test of English
as a Foreign Language) exam, which is an entry requirement for non-native speakers at more
than 6000 universities worldwide. So, read this 5th edition of this valuable book if you are
aimed to beat the English of the TOEFL exam.



CHECK YOUR ENGLISH VOCABULARY FORTOEFL®byRawdon WyattTHIRD EDITIONA &
C Black Ó÷ LondonFirst edition published in Great Britain 2002Second edition published in
2004This third edition published in 2007A & C Black Publishers Ltd38 Soho Square, London
W1D 3HB© Rawdon Wyatt 2007All rights reserved.No part of this publication may be
reproduced inany form without the permission of the publishers.A CIP entry for this book is
available from the British Library.Text typeset by A & C BlackPrinted in Great Britain at
Caligraving Ltd, Thetford, NorfolkThis book is produced using paper that is made from wood
grown in managed, sustainable forests. It is natural, renewable andrecyclable. The logging and
manufacturing processes conform to the environmental regulations of the country of
origin.IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIf you are going to take the TOEFL®, you will find the
vocabulary exercises in this workbookvery helpful. They will help you to review, practice and
acquire a lot of the words andexpressions that you might need to use in the Writing and
Speaking sections, or that youmight come across or be tested on in the Listening and Reading
sections. A greatercommand of vocabulary is one of the key factors that will help you raise your
TOEFL®score.Structure of the workbookThe workbook is divided into 2 sections. The first
section deals with general vocabulary,including synonyms, idioms and phrasal verbs. The
second, smaller section is topic-specific,and focuses on some of the topics that regularly
appear in the TOEFL®. Each topic isaccompanied by a typical TOEFL® Writing question,
which will give you the chance to usethe key vocabulary in an essay.There is a comprehensive
answer key at the back of the book.How to use the bookYou should not go through the
exercises mechanically. It is better to choose areas that youare unfamiliar with, or areas that
you feel are of specific interest or importance to yourself.Remember that you should keep a
record of new words and expressions that you learn,and review these from time to time so that
they become an active part of your vocabulary.There is a vocabulary record sheet at the back
of the book which you can photocopy asmany times as you like. Use this to build up your own
personal vocabulary bank.It is essential to have a good dictionary with you when you are doing
the exercises. For9016 5969 6). For a more advanced and in-depth coverage of vocabulary, the
Macmillanin this book are taken, is ideal.Extending your vocabularyAlso remember that there
are other methods of acquiring new vocabulary. For example,you should read as much as
possible from a different variety of authentic reading materials(books, newspapers, magazines,
etc).Practicing for the TOEFLThere is a lot of TOEFL material available, but we particularly
recommend Barron's TOEFLthe exam, as well as offering essential language skills
development and useful studyingstrategies. It also gives lots of vital information on the test
itself and how it works. Thebook has been written for the Internet-based TOEFL, but is also
useful if you are going totake the older, standard computer-based TOEFL.1Information about
the TOEFL®The purpose of the TOEFL® is to evaluate a non-native English speaker's
proficiency in theEnglish language. Almost one million students every year from 180 countries
register totake the TOEFL®: the majority of universities and colleges in North America as well
as inother English-speaking countries require official TOEFL® score reports for admission.
Thetest is also used by institutions in other countries where English is the language
ofinstruction. In addition, government agencies, scholarship programs and licensing /
certification agencies use TOEFL® scores to evaluate English proficiency. An acceptablescore
depends on the particular institution or agency involved.About the Check your English
Vocabulary seriesCheck your English Vocabulary for TOEFL® is one of several books in the
Check yourEnglish Vocabulary series. These books are designed to help students of English



(and thosewho are working or who want to work in an English-speaking environment) to
developand practice the essential vocabulary that they would need to know or use on a day-to-
daybasis, or in order to get a better grade in an exam.There are currently 16 books in the
series:Check your Vocabulary for Academic EnglishCheck your English Vocabulary for
TOEFL®Check your English Vocabulary for TOEICCheck your English Vocabulary for
IELTSCheck your English Vocabulary for FCE+Check your Vocabulary for English for the PET
ExaminationCheck your English Vocabulary for Phrasal Verbs and IdiomsCheck your English
Vocabulary for Business and AdministrationCheck your English Vocabulary for LawCheck your
English Vocabulary for MedicineCheck your English Vocabulary for Computers and Information
TechnologyCheck your English Vocabulary for Leisure, Travel and TourismCheck your English
Vocabulary for Human ResourcesCheck your English Vocabulary for Banking and
FinanceCheck your English Vocabulary for Living in the UKCheck your Vocabulary for Natural
English CollocationsFor mor2ContentsContentsPage TitlePage Title4.Addition, equation, and
conclusion60.Spelling5.“American” English61.Starting and stopping8.Changes63.Task
commands10.Comparing and contrasting65.Time11.Condition and requirement67.Word
association: Adjectives12.Confusing words and false friends69.Word association:
Nouns15.Idioms and colloquialisms 172.Word association: Verbs17.Idioms and colloquialisms
275.Word forms: Nouns from verbs19.Idioms and colloquialisms 377.Word forms: Nouns from
adjectives21.Idioms and colloquialisms 479.Word forms: Adjectives from
verbs23.Metaphors80.“Working” words26.Numbers and symbols82.Topics 1: Children and the
family27.Obligation and option84.Topics 2: Education28.Opinion, attitude, and belief86.Topics
3: Food and diet31.Opposites: Verbs88.Topics 4: The media34.Opposites: Adjectives90.Topics
5: Money and finance37.Phrasal verbs 193.Topics 6: Nature and the38.Phrasal verbs
2environment40.Phrasal verbs 395.Topics 7: On the road43.Prefixes97.Topics 8: Science and
technology45.Presenting an argument98.Topics 9: Town and country47.Pronouns and
determiners101.Topics 10: Travel49.Similar meanings: Adjectives 1103.Topics 11:
Work50.Similar meanings: Adjectives 2105.Mini topics51.Similar meanings:
Nouns110.Vocabulary record sheet53.Similar meanings: Verbs 1111.Vocabulary record sheet
sample57.Similar meanings: Verbs 2112. Answers3Addition, equation, and conclusionThis
exercise will help you to review more of the important words that we use to join ideas in
anessay, a verbal presentation or sometimes in everyday speech.ocabularyExercise 1Put the
following words and expressions into their correct place in the table depending on
theirfunction.General Vto sum up brieflyalong withas well asit can be concluded
thatlikewisesimilarlyalsotooin additionbesidesto concludein briefin the same waythuswhat's
morefurthermoremoreoveralong withto
summarizethereforecorrespondinglyAdditionEquationConclusion(For example: and)(For
example: equally)(For example: in conclusion)Exercise 2Complete these sentences with one of
the words or expressions from above. In most cases, morethan one answer is
possible.1.Tourism brings much needed money to developing countries. ______________, it
providesemployment for the local population.2.______________ bringing much needed money
to developing countries, tourism providesemployment for the local population.3.Tourists should
respect the local environment. ______________ they should respect the
localcustoms.4.______________ industrial waste, pollution from car fumes is poisoning the
environment.5.In order to travel, you need a passport. ______________, you might need a
visa, immunizationshots, and written permission to visit certain areas.6.Drugs are banned in
Britain. ______________ weapons such as guns and knives.7.All power corrupts.
______________, absolute power corrupts absolutely.8.You shouldn't smoke, drink, take



drugs, or eat unhealthy food. ______________, you should live amore healthy lifestyle.9.The
ozone layer is becoming depleted, the air in the cities is becoming too dirty to breathe, and
ourseas and rivers are no longer safe to swim in. ______________ pollution is slowly
destroying theplanet.10.Your grades have been very poor all year. ______________ you need
to work really hard if you wantto pass your exams next month.4General VAmerican EnglishThis
exercise looks at some common “American” words (words which are used in the U.S.A.
andCanada). You might find it useful if you have been learning “British” English (the English
which isocabularyspoken in the United Kingdom and in other countries around the world).
Generally, “American”words are understood by “British” English speakers (largely as a result of
imported televisionprograms and movies), but many North Americans are unfamiliar with some
“British” English words.As a result, it is important to use the “American” words rather than the
“British” words in the TOEFL.Look at the sentences below, which all contain a “British” English
word in bold. Decide what wordNorth Americans would normally use in the same context. In
some cases, the word will remain thesame, but there will be a difference in spelling. Write your
answers in the crossword grid on page 7.To help you, the word that you need has been put at
the end of each sentence, with most of theletters removed, but with some of the letters
included.Across ()2.The play is in two acts, with a short interval between the two. I T M N6.If
you make a mistake in your calculations, you'll need to do them again. _ V8.The post normally
arrives before lunchtime. _ L9.The government refused to recognise the new republic. _ E
_11.The theatre received an unexpected grant which helped to prevent it closing down. _ H
_13.The road outside the school is very busy, so students are advised to use the subway to
cross it._ N _ P _16.The oil crisis resulted in a 28% rise in the cost of petrol. S18.Take the lift to
the top floor. _ V O _20.Estate agents are some of the most unscrupulous people in the
country. R L R _24.The M40 is closed, so you will need to take the A40, which is the main road
connecting Londonwith Oxford. H _ W26.Their request for a $2 rise in the hourly rate was
firmly rejected by the management. _ A E27.The workshop will last for 6 hours, with a break for
lunch at midday. _ E S _29.( Informal) I really like Mr. Goldberg. He's a great bloke. U30.( At a
school, college, or university) A staff meeting has been called for two o'clock. C _ Y32.In my
opinion, the best time of the year is autumn. L _35.The automobile company's first attempt to
design a family saloon that ran on diesel was aresounding failure. D _ N36.The campus has a
shop where students can buy stationery and essential items. O37.Government spending on
defence was reduced by 23%. _ E _538.He gave me just enough money to buy a return bus
ticket to Portland. R _ D - _ P( 2 words, which are hyphenated. Do not leave a gap or use a
hyphen in the crossword grid)ocabulary40.He's a graduate of Berkeley College. _ M
N41.These days it is not unusual to see children as young as five carrying a mobile phone to
school.C N _General VDown ()1.The postcode for the company is MA 04532. _ I O( 2 words:
do not leave a gap between the words in the crossword grid)3.Classes start at nine o'clock
every morning Monday to Friday. T _ R4.There are several museums and galleries in the city,
but most students prefer to spend their eveningsat the cinema. V E5.Have you got any change
for a $20 note? B _7.Strict labour laws have had an adverse effect on small businesses.
B10.I'm afraid we've got slightly behind schedule. T T12.Several flats were leased to private
agencies, who in turn leased them to small companies.P T14.All travellers flying to the USA
have to undergo strict security checks at the airport.A15.The Dean's office is on the ground
floor. _ I _17.The first thing the council did was dig up the pavement outside the front door. D _
W _19.My favorite film of all time has to be the classic 1959 comedy 'Some Like It Hot'.
V21.The best way to get from one part of the city to another is to use the dual carriageway.E _
W22.( On the telephone, when you are calling someone) Hello, is that Harrison Keane? _



S23.In the event of a marital divorce or separation, there is a clear need for dialogue between
theparents and their children. A _25.If you want to stop smoking, the best place to start is by
going to your local chemist.D G _28.Services on the underground start at five in the morning
and finish at half past midnight.B Y31.Before buying a house, it is essential to employ the
services of a good solicitor. _ T T _33.You should use a pencil to do the test, and use a rubber
to remove any mistakes. A _34.Most Americans tend to stay in the country for their holiday. V
T39.You don't need to ask me for permission to use the toilet! B _ R _6General V12345ocabula
ry678910111213141516171819202122232425262728293031323334353637383940417Chang
esExercise 1Look at these sentences and decide if the statement which follows each one is
true or false. Use theocabularywords and expressions in bold to help you decide.1.The
population of the country has trebled in the last 25 years.There has been a dramatic increase
in the number of people living in the country.2.Unemployment has dropped by about 2% every
year for the last six years.There has been a steady decrease in the number of people out of
work.General V3.The government has spent a lot of money improving roads around the
country.There has been a deterioration in the national road system.4.The number of exam
passes achieved by the school's pupils has risen by almost 50%.There has been a decline in
the number of exam passes.5.American travelers abroad have discovered that they can buy
more foreign currency with their dollar.There has been a weakening of the dollar.6.It is now
much easier to import goods into the country than it was a few years ago.There has been a
tightening up of border controls.7.We're increasing our stocks of coal before the winter
begins.We're running down our stocks of coal.8.Prices have gone up by about 4% every year
since 1998.There has been a constant rise in the rate of inflation.9.The pass rate for the exam
was 3% lower this year than it was last year.There has been a sharp fall in the pass
rate.10.The alliance are going to reduce the number of conventional weapons in their armed
forces.The alliance are going to build up the number of weapons they have.11.Deflation has
adversely affected industries around the country.There has been a growth in industrial
activity.12.The rules are much stricter now than they were before.There has been a relaxation
of the rules.13.Last year, 12% of the population worked in industry and 10% worked in
agriculture. This year, 14% of thepopulation work in industry and 8% work in agriculture.There
has been a narrowing of the gap between those working in different sectors of the
economy.14.Some management roles in the company will not exist this time next year.Some
management roles are going to be phased out.15.More people are shopping at large
supermarkets rather than small local stores.There has been an upward trend in the number of
people shopping in small local stores.16.Her English is clearly better now than it was when she
first arrived.There has been marked progress in her English.17.People live in better houses,
drive nicer cars, and eat higher-quality food than they did twenty years ago.There has been a
general improvement in the standard of living.18.Our company has opened new factories in
Detroit, Houston, and Des Moines in the last five years.Our company has witnessed
considerable expansion in the last five years.19.The government will spend less on the
healthcare services next year.There are going to be cuts in healthcare spending next
year.20.Americans nowadays want to see more of the world.Americans nowadays want to
narrow their horizons.8General VExercise 2The box below contains 31 more words used to
describe change in different situations. These areocabularyall verbs, and they can be found by
reading from left to right and from right to left, starting in thetop-left corner and following the
direction of the arrows. Separate these words, then use some ofthem to complete sentences 1
– 10 below. In some cases you will need to change the form of theverb (for example, by putting
it into its past simple or past participle form).adaptreplaceexpandprmrofsnartecuderetomoswitc



hrenovateexchaneppasidretlaetomedegarvaryraiselowerextenelnethgiehegralnedngthendeepen
shortenstotucdnemaesiverhcterutsourcedeterioratestseredargpuenilmaertructuredownsizeEND
1.The company cannot refund customers' money, and goods can only be _____________
onproduction of a receipt or other proof of purchase.2.We have made radical changes to
college regulations, and students are expected to _____________to these over the next few
weeks.3.The discovery of oil _____________ the country from a small emirate to a major
economic power.4.The science building is currently being _____________, but will remain
open while building work iscarried out.5.After only three weeks on the History course, she
decided to _____________ to something morepractical.6.Fees _____________ according to
the length of the course: the longer the course, the more you pay.7.As water freezes, it
_____________.8.The economic situation is _____________ rapidly, and the entire economy
is in danger of collapse.9.Course fees will be _____________ on January 14: some will come
down, but most of them will goup.10.Elastic becomes weaker the more it is
_____________.9Comparing and ContrastingComplete these sentences with the most
appropriate word or expression in bold. In one case, allthree options are
possible.ocabulary1.The contrast / compare / comparison in working conditions between our
Denver department andour department in Chicago is very noticeable, and employees are now
demanding equality in thisarea.2.The two engines differentiate / differ / different considerably
from each other: one runs onGeneral Vgasoline, and the other is a gasoline-electric hybrid.3.It
is often difficult to differentiate / differ / contrast between students who are absent becausethey
are genuinely sick, and those who are just enjoying a day in bed.4.The new software program
shared some common characters / characterizes / characteristicswith those that were already
on the market.5.There's a clear distinguish / distinctive / distinction between studying at a
college and workingfrom home on a correspondence course.6.Compared / Compare /
Comparing with 15 years ago, home PCs are cheaper, faster, and have amuch bigger
memory.7.The two courses are different in every way: there's absolutely no compare /
comparison / contrastbetween them.8.Our digital photography course is similar to / alike /
resemble our traditional photography course,except that it is obviously more computer-
oriented.9.There were several similarities / similarly / similar to between the two novels, except
one wasaimed at a younger market while the other targeted twenty-somethings.10.Serious
computer hackers can access your personal files and destroy or alter them. Exactly / In
thesame way / Just as, they can gain access to your Internet banking facility and steal your
money.11.The quality of his work is excellent. Likewise / Alike / Likeness, his attitude and
commitment.12.The TOEFL covers a variety of academic and general English tasks. In
contrast to / Although / Byway of contrast, the TOEIC focuses more on business and
professional issues.13.Grades have not been good over the last semester. Nevertheless / Even
so / However, thecollege still has one of the best academic records in the state.14.There
currently seems to be a large discrepancy / discrimination / differential between thenumber of
people employed in service industries, and those employed in the primary sector.15.The
Impressionists used light and color to give the general feeling of a scene, unlike / whereas /
whereby the pre-Raphaelites used a lot of detail and bright colors, and showed a romanticized
viewof life.10General VCondition and requirementRearrange the letters in bold to make words
and expressions related to condition and requirement.The first one has been done as an
example.ocabulary1.sa nlgo sa there is sufficient demand for healthy food such as salads and
soups in the schoolcafeteria, we will continue to provide it.(Answer = As long as)2.seusln I
receive your assignment within the next couple of days, I will have to give you a lowergrade for
the course.3.Students may use the college computers for personal emails no incotnido atth



they agree to giveup their computer if someone needs it for coursework.4.Everyone should get
a good mid-term grade vogrnipid ttha they hand in all their work on time.5.The main
retncopiinsod for a healthy economy are controlled consumer spending and
lowunemployment.6.( Notice on a fire alarm): ni eacs fo fire, break glass.7.ni het nvete fo a tie
between the two teams in tonight's game, there will be a replay onSaturday afternoon.8.We
agreed to sign the contract, the only aputonstili being that it would run for at least five
years.9.The teachers have nidncoalitoun trust in their students: they know they will do their
best at alltimes, even if things get difficult.10.sumsagin hatt the flight is on time, we will meet
you at LaGuardia airport at ten o'clock.11.His argument was based no teh autonmsspi hatt
people are basically decent and honest.12.Good language skills are one of the quereesisitpr
for a job in an international organization.13.Before you accept a job, it is important that you
agree with the remst and ioctnsodin set out in thecontract.14.It is a nmreiretque of the college
that students attend at least 95% of their course and complete alltheir assignments on
time.15.If you have a query, please telephone us at the number above. niifagl ttha, send us a
fax or email.16.We need to involve at least 20 people on this project, ehewotris it can't go
ahead.11Confusing words and false friendsConfusing words are two or more words which
have a similar meaning to each other but are used ina different way.ocabularyorare related to
the same topic, but have a different meaningorlook similar, but have a different meaningFalse
friends are words in English which have a similar-looking word in another language but
whichGeneral Vhave a different meaning.Complete the following sentences with the
appropriate word in bold.1.action / activityThe police took immediate ____________ when they
realised the situation was getting out of hand.Economic ____________ stagnated as the
recession took hold.2.advice / adviseCan you ____________ me on the best course of action
to take?He offered me some excellent ____________ .3.affect / effectCuts in spending will
have a serious ____________ on the healthcare services.The strike will seriously
____________ train services.4.appreciable / appreciativeThere is an ____________ difference
between manslaughter and murder.She was very ____________ of our efforts to
help.5.assumption / presumptionThey raised taxes on the ____________ that it would help
control spending.It's sheer ____________ for the government to suggest things have improved
since they came topower.6.avoid / preventRapid government reforms managed to
____________ a revolution taking place.He's always trying to ____________ taking a decision
if he can help it.7.beside / besidesThe office is just ____________ the railway
station.____________ their regular daytime job, many people do extra work in the
evening.8.briefly / shortly____________ before the conflict began, the army pulled down the
border posts.The senator spoke ____________ about the need for political reform.9.channel /
canalThe television ____________ received a formal complaint about the program.The Suez
____________ was built in the second half of the nineteenth century.10.conscientious /
consciousMost people are ____________ of the need to protect the
environment.____________ workers should be rewarded for their hard work.11.continual /
continuousA ____________ trade embargo has badly affected the economic infrastructure.The
computer has given us ____________ problems ever since we installed it.12General
V12.control / inspectEnvironmental health officers regularly ____________ kitchens and other
food preparation areas.
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